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Abstract—Access control is the process by which access to
information is granted to users for certain actions based on
their identity. Traditional access control models that map
every system resource directly to every system user work for
organizations with thousands of users but struggle for social
network sites like Facebook with millions of users. The
problems faced are firstly the technical complexity of mapping
millions of users to billions of resources and secondly the social
need of users to own the items they post and to control their
access, so access policies beyond just public/private are needed.
And finally, that if ordinary users are to manage their own
access control, they need software support. This paper argues
that only distributed access control can meet these challenges
and proposes a model based on the socio-technical design
paradigm: first define the social requirements then design a
technical solution to fulfill them.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Social networking sites (SNS) are online platforms
where users form relationships with others by sharing
resources (like photos and comments) [1]. People use these
sites for entertainment, dating or business purposes, and
their defining characteristic is users connecting to others to
access their posted information. This paper proposes a
model to meet both the opportunities and challenges social
networks create for access control.
Access control is the process by which authorized users
are granted permissions to act upon resources in a computerbased information system. It is pervasive to every computer
system, but its role has changed as systems have evolved. Its
traditional security aim was to prevent unauthorized user
access to the system as a whole, to avoid system failure or
data theft. However today, individual user security and
privacy has become an issue, so the effect of a SNS ‘error’
is public outrage not technical failure. Software errors have
given way to social "errors", but the effect is the same - if
no one uses a site it is just as bad as if the software hangs –
as in both cases, the code does not run. In a SNS, access
control is critical, as even a single mishandling of access
allocation can cause an entire community to turn against the
site. This is because an individual's SNS privacy settings
can make them the victim of targeted marketing, money
scams or even personal attacks, e.g. a 2010 Australian

investigation linked a girl's murder to her Facebook privacy
settings [2]. Systems that offer only basic access controls,
like completely private or completely public, are struggling
to meet the social needs of users [1]. The challenges that
traditional access control faces in SNS can be summarized
as follows:
A. Interaction complexity
If traditional access control is about who can enter a
system, it grows linearly with the number of users, but if
SNS access control is about who can connect to who, the
relationship combinations, potential access permissions
increase geometrically as a function of the number of users.
So models that map system resources directly to subjects
soon become over-complex, over-complex for an SNS with
millions of users and billions of resources, e.g. Facebook
reports 800 million active user accounts each adding many
hundreds of photos and comments each year. The challenge
of managing the access rights of so many users’
contributions affects access control efficiency and
processing spent unnecessarily on access control affects use
factors like response delay.
B. Local control of relationships
Connecting to others satisfies relationship needs but also
raises security and privacy concerns [3]. As users contribute
SNS content, like family or friend photos, they naturally
expect to control that content. In centralized access control,
each user is allocated the same access control policy values,
so variants must be requested from a central authority. Roles
in traditional access control systems are system wide groups
whose membership is set by a system administrator. The
access rights over user's resource are allocated to a role the
user has no control over. In contrast, users on SNS want to
set their own values without reference to a central authority,
e.g. to share their data with everyone or to restrict it to
family and friends. Traditional access control systems
struggle with the demand of today’s individual user for a
diverse range of privacy requirements. Currently, SNS users
can make personal information available to set roles, like
friends or ‘friend of friend’, but can't define their own local
roles, e.g. to distinguish acquaintance "friends" from
buddies, or close from distant family. Generic roles tend to
reveal more than the user wants, as users can't specify local
requirements using generic roles.

Currently, different SNS use different access control
approaches to address these challenges. However, these
solutions, that connect users individually to objects, have
complexity issues, are platform dependent and lack some
generic access control solution for SNS.
This paper now proposes that although SNS technology
is new, people networking with people is not, so it makes
sense to use the social "inventions" society has evolved over
thousands of years to manage social interactions, i.e. let
social ideas like creator ownership and relationships drive
system design as well as technical principles like efficiency
[11]. Only this will close the socio-technical gap between
what online communities want and what technology does.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly outlines related work in SNS access
control, section III discusses the SNS access control
requirements, section IV presents the proposed model and
section V theoretically assesses it.
II.

RELATED WORK

Traditional access control models can be categorized
into discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access
control (MAC) and role-based access control (RBAC). DAC
[4] systems assume that objects belong to owners who can
manage their access, while MAC [4] and RBAC [5] assume
a central trusted computing authority to support an
organization security policy. As ownership is fundamental
in SNS, DAC driven models are the only choice, however
system wide groups and their centralized management in
DAC don’t suit the SNS environment. RBAC is centralized
in nature and has proved to be quite expensive to implement
ownership [19].
Past SNS security research has mainly focused on
statistical analysis techniques while preserving members’
privacy [6]. Some relatively new approaches to SNS access
management are based on trust and relationships, e.g. DFOAF (Friend of a Friend) is an ontology based distributed
identity management system for SNS that manages access
rights in terms of trust level and path length between two
users [7]. In another SNS access control approach,
centralized trust management is used to determine the
security level of users and resources [8]. Such solutions do
not address the SNS complexity problem raised above.
A semi-decentralized access control model is presented
in [9] where users are categorized in terms of relationship
depth and trust level, and dRBAC [10] manages trust in
coalition environments by decentralized access control.
Such solutions view the requirements of SNS users through
a security lens, so do not address the local control of friends
problem raised above.
In current SNS access control systems, complexity
remains an issue and support for local control of
relationships is questionable. This paper proposes an SNS
access control model based on the socio-technical paradigm,
by first defining the social requirements then designing a
technical solution to meet them.

III.

ACCESS CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

Socio-technical systems in general involve a community
of largely equal users making contributions [12]. They differ
from simple technical systems in having to satisfy the social
demands of a community as well. If they do not, then people
will not contribute, and the system will fails because it has
no users community. Socio-technical systems fail not only
by hardware and software errors, but also by social errors.
Fig. 1 shows a simple social network where nodes are
network users and lines are the relations between them,
which are of different types, e.g. A(lice) sees G(reg) and
F(rank) as friends, D(avid) and E(ric) as family, and B(ob)
and C(arl) as colleagues. Also, D(avid) sees H(arry) as a
friend and B(ob) sees I(an) as a friend.
In social terms, if Alice owns say a photo of her, only
she should be authorized to manage its access. If she then
shares it based on her social connections, it is not necessary
to map that resource to any users beyond those she knows,
i.e. her social circle. Also, as in physical communities,
social relationships have degrees of closeness, i.e. people
relate not only to their best buddies but also to family,
coworkers, teachers and acquaintances on SNS. Each type
of relationship differs in whether a user wants to share a
status, activity or photo album. The social requirement is for
the system to let users share resources based on relationship
type or closeness. In contrast, most previous work on access
control for SNS focuses on level one (Friends) and level two
(friends of a friend) relations [e.g., 1, 7, 9]. The social
requirements of SNS access control can be outlined as
follows:
A. Ownership
In physical society people see objects in terms of who
owns them. In particular it is considered right that one
should own what one creates, e.g. a painting or poem, a
principle first established by Locke [13]. In an SNS, people
create information objects by posting them, so in a sociotechnical design they would own them, i.e. be able to
manage their access control. Essentially the privacy
requirements of SNS are that if people cannot control access
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Figure 1. A simple social network
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to what they post, they will not post, and so the system will
collapse. Socio-technical systems are built upon the social
concept of ownership, i.e. every resource in them must be
owned by at least one person. Ownership can also add
complexity, as in physical society it can be sold, delegated
and shared.
B. Local roles
In traditional access control systems roles are system
wide with fixed access associations, so they manage
relationships in flat order without any closeness hierarchy.
In contrast, the social requirement is for every SNS user to
define their own local roles, e.g. a person may trust their
friends more than their family and so give them more
privileges. Roles and access rights should vary by local
domain, i.e. let users define local roles for their domain to
decentralize resource management. It reduces complexity
and lets users manage access rights for their roles over their
resources.
C. Local object classes
Currently, resources are managed independently
regardless to their disclosure level, but SNS resources can
be put into groups, like a photo album, that can then be
given a privacy classification, e.g. to let only family view
the family photo album. Creating object classes to define
privacy levels reduces rights management complexity and
increases usability.
D. Usability and flexibility
Local roles and object classifications give users both the
simplicity of high control and the flexibility of low level
control. In high level control, users link abstract roles to
abstract object classes that make user sense, e.g. whether to
let friends view the family photo album. In low level
control, users can define a new role of one person or a new
object class of one object, to define exactly who can see
what, allowing a degree of fine grained access control not
currently offered.
E. Delegating view rights
Current SNS lets users share information at level one or
level two, i.e. with friends or friends of friends. In social
terms, it is delegating view rights, e.g. does lending a book
to a friend mean they can lend it to their friends? Or should
they ask the lender if they want to further lend it to another?
If delegating an object doesn't delegate the meta-right to
delegate that object, then the social answer is that a
delegatee cannot further delegate. So agreeing to level two
viewing amounts to giving anyone who views your data the
right to pass it on to anyone else. This is not required by
SNS users, e.g. if Alice is friend with David and Bob, and
wants to share a photo album with David's family but not
with Bob’s family, it is impossible in current settings. One
may wish to connect to the families of two friends
differently. Only access control based on local relations can

give users the fine grained social control over resources they
require.
IV.

PROPOSED MODEL

A distributed access control model supported by a clientside enforcement mechanism must satisfy both social and
technical requirements.
A. Definitions
Table 1 defines the constructs of the model.

SH
NS
VU
LR
OC
AC

TABLE 1. ABBREVIATIONS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS
Definition
Stakeholder: A user who posts system resource objects, e.g.
photos, videos, comments or votes.
Namespace: The set of objects a stakeholder creates.
Virtual user: A user, from the social circle of stakeholder,
seeking a NS resource access.
Local role: A VU group with defined access to NS resources.
Object class: An object group, based on security clearance,
whose access is mapped to LRs.
Attestation certificates: Permission objects encapsulated
various access rights and map LR to OC objects.

B. Components
This model has the following components:
1) Namespace
Dividing the system into autonomous namespaces
reduces processing costs and enhances user trust. It lets
stakeholders control their own domain. They can classify
virtual users by relationship and objects by who can see
them. Mapping local roles to object classes manages access
control.
2) Local roles:
The model allows local roles to restrict access to
resources. A virtual user seeking access to a resource must
acquire a role in the namespace with the requested access
rights. Local roles have namespace wide scope and do not
exist beyond that. They are dynamic, as different
stakeholders can implement different roles and one virtual
user can concurrently acquire various roles in multiple
namespaces.
3) Object classes:
In this model, objects present in one namespace are
classified according to their privacy clearance. They are first
put in an object class, or container, and then the class is
given a privacy clearance depending on its objects. Access
mappings are between object classes and local roles, not
between objects and users.
4) Mapping roles between namespaces:
If access control is between VU and NS, to give access to
some LR from another NS needn't create a local name but
can use the same list of VU. This introduces a flexible
system for mapping access among multiple LR in multiple
NS.
5) Use-Conditions:
Use-conditions are the conditions that a VU must satisfy
to get access to a resource. These use-conditions (as a subset

of policy) are stored in the NS that only the SH has access
rights to. The general use-conditions are:
• The requestor VU belongs to some LR in the NS.
• The requested object O is classified into an OC.
• The LR has an AC with access to that OC.
• The certificate defines an action, in this case view.
C. The approach
These features define an SNS access control model
independent of the policy. Each SH manages its access
control policy by allocating VUs to LRs with known access
to OCs. No global administration is needed, as SHs
administer their NS resources by mapping LRs to OCs.
The VU are not directly mapped to the resources rather
the entry point to a NS is the abstraction of roles. All the VU
in SH NS are assigned some LR and access to objects is
granted on the basis of LR membership. Also, the objects O
in SH NS are categorized into some security labeled OC
with respect to their disclosure level. To introduce an
additional security layer between OC and LR, the concept of
attestation certificates (AC) is introduced similar to [14].
Every LR is assigned an AC and the access decision is made
on the encapsulation of requested right in AC for the
requested OC label. The system architecture of distributed
access control model is illustrated in Fig. 2.
D. Security
While this access control model is driven by social rather
than security aims, it must still satisfy the latter requirement.
If SNS access control is managed by attestation certificates,
how can a stakeholder ensure that a requestor has not
maliciously forged one? So, a foolproof mechanism is
needed to avoid forgeries. One way to do this is client-side
distributed certificates. When Alice establishes a
relationship with Bob, she creates a local certificate stating
that Bob is a colleague of Alice. This certificate is locally
stored in her NS, accessible to her only, so cannot be forged.

A similar but independent certificate is generated and stored
by Bob as well. Note that the relationships are two way but
access control permissions are one way only. Alice may
consider Bob a friend but Bob may consider Alice just a
colleague. When Bob requests a resource from her domain,
Alice's access control module matches Bob’s userid against
her roles to decide the request outcome. Having one way
certificates provides flexibility and also resolves the
problem of certificate forgery. In contrast, centralized
certificates need more processing and also expose a single
point of failure.
Further it is liable to security attacks, in that the resource
owner and the requestor both have certificates in the same
repository and can access and modify them.
E. The model
An access control model is a state transition system {δ,
γ, σ, Λ} where δ is a set of states, γ is a set of rights that
include privileged requests considered by the system, σ is
the entailment relation that determines whether a given right
request is true or not in a given state, and Λ is the set of
state-transition rules.
The goal of an implementation is to follow the scheme as
closely as possible by supporting each global state which in
turn made up of local states (s1, s2 … sn), where all si δi, the
set of all possible states for domain i. All the rules in Λ for
domain i should be testable with the relation σi. The
implementation computes a function σi: δi × γ → {true,
false}, where is the set of local states of domain i, and γ is
the set of specific access requests being considered. In
general, δ comprises of five different states: Virtual users
(VU), Member (M), Non-Member (Nm), Allow (a) and Deny
(d). σ has four set of functions, first is for mapping of VU to
M or Nm, second is for mapping of objects to OC, third is for
allocation of AC to M and OC, and fourth is for mapping of
LR to OC to decide the outcome of request i.
Λ comprises these rules for every namespace request :
• If a VUid is in a NSi and maps to some LRj, the VU state
changes to Mi, else it becomes Nmi.
• Object belongs to an object class under some label
(default L1(τ)), i.e. O → OCτ. Where, τ is the set of all
security labels that are used for confidentiality levels.
These labels are hierarchical and form a lattice under a
partial order > such that L1>L2 if and only if L2 L1.
• If VU is in M state and requests some object O, and
there is some mapping of LRi to OCi then the request
is allowed, else it is denied.
• If VU is in Nm state and requests some object O, then
the request is always denied.

Given a social circle (namespace) i in SNS, an access
condition con against NSi is a tuple (VU, LR, OC, AC),
Figure 2. Distributed access control model system architecture

where

is the requestor in domain i,

is

the object privacy clearance and
is the attestation certificate for LR. If VU
=*, VU corresponds to any user in SNS but is not active in
namespace i, whereas if AC=*, there is no mapping exist for
LRi to OCτ.
To make the task of access decision easier, the
equivalent formula translation can be expressed by the
following assertion:

F. Architecture
Traditionally, access control enforcement is done by a
security kernel mechanism. A security kernel is a trusted
software module that intercepts every access request call
submitted to a system and decides if it should be granted or
denied, based on some specified policy. Usually, a
centralized approach is used for a security kernel, giving one
policy enforcement point (PEP) and one policy decision point
(PDP) to handle all resource requests. PDP manages the
policies and evaluates them for concrete access requests, and
PEP links directly to the protected resources and is
responsible for querying the PDP and the enforcement of its
returned access decisions. The user sees either a PEP
executed action result or a PDP generated permission denied
message. However, due to the number of users in SNS the
centralized or semi-decentralized certificates, using
centralized management [14], are bottle neck. This along
with the social requirement of local ownership by content
contributors motivates an alternative strategy for distributed
certificates using distributed PEP and PDP. Now a user
states desired access control policies using local PDP and a
local PEP enforce those policies. This ensures complete user
control over local resources. If distributed certificates are
stored in the stakeholder’s namespace, only he or she can
access and modify them.
V.

THEORETICAL ASSESSMENT

In social networks, access control models face a serious
scalability problem, as potentially many more subjects must
be mapped to many more resources, regardless of whether a
subject has access rights over a resource or not. We can use
u × o × r matrix MAT to estimate the relations between
users, objects and permissions, where u is the number of
users, o is the number of objects and r is the number of
access permissions. The authorization matrix
|MAT|=subject × object × access … (iii)
is therefore huge and diverse [15]. One often proposed
answer is role-based access control (RBAC) [5], which
succeeds in reducing complexity [16, 17] by dividing the
authorization matrix using a level of indirection via the role
concept:
subject × role; |MAT|=role × object × access … (iv)
However for an SNS with millions of users, the number
of access control entries still remains a bottle neck, even
with RBAC, e.g. currently Facebook reports over 800
million active users with 90 resources added by each every

month [18]. In a traditional DAC access control model, this
is over 172 trillion access control entries per month, where
every request must traverse the whole list. And the
condition with RBAC is even worse as implementing
ownership with RBAC is even more expensive [19]. Some
of the existing models of access control in SNS introduced
the local visibility of objects by introducing friend levels.
This reduces the authorization matrix, as the visibility of
object is not across the whole system but limited to the
social circle of each owner. This limits subjects having
potential access over resources:
Thus, the authorization matrix for the whole system is
reduced to

This visibility reduces the access control entries from
172 trillion to 28 trillion, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Access control matrix magnitude for different models

The proposed model refined the visibility from social
circles to domain based local roles, introduced the object
classes based on their privacy clearance and encapsulated
various rights over object classes into one attestation
certificate. The authorization matrix is distributed among
various stakeholders and for one namespace it is reduces to
VU × LR; Object × OC;
LR × OC × rights… (vi)
And the sum of the entire authorization matrices for the
whole system under the proposed model is

where N is number of users present in the whole system, n is
the number of VU present in NS j, LRj is the number of
local roles in NSj, OCj is the number of object classes
present in NSj, and ACj is the number of attestation
certificates used for mapping of LR and OC in NSj.
These settings under the proposed model give fewer
access control entries. For the above case, the number of
entries was reduced from 28 trillion to 3 trillion. Fig. 4

shows the number of access control entries generated by
user number for a fixed object contribution in the last two
cases - current access control models for SNS and the
presented model.

meta-disciplinary collaboration based on socio-technical
principles”.
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